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0. Introduction 
It is traditional to present he Ext functor in two distinct formats: as a covariant 
functor on the second variable with the first held fixed, and as a contravariant functor 
on the first variable with the second held fixed. In this paper, the situation where 
both variables are allowed to vary simultaneously isdescribed, so that Ext acts in a 
bivariarzt manner. If one has two short exact sequences 
P 4,:0-+/l-%B--+C-+O, ~:O+X-LY -L&+0 
one proves (Theorem 2.7) that there is a long exact sequence 
s(Q, ct) : 0 -+ Hom(Z,A) X2 HomU’&) a Hom(%& 
70, &‘(Z,A) 11, Ext*(Y,B) -?‘+ Ext’(y,@ -‘* -.a 
which generalizes the usual two long exact sequences in that for proper choices of Q) 
or Q one obtains either the contravariant or covariant long exact sequences together 
with a commutative diagram to the bivariant sequence from each of the others (see 
3-l). The groups Ext”(y,& are computed in the category of morphisms of an abelian 
category. S is a functor from the category of pairs of short exact sequences to the 
category of long exact sequences of abelian groups which is contravarian t in the 
first and covariant in the second variable. The morphisms of S are completely des- 
cribed and are not difficult to use. 
The elements of Ext n+l(Z,A) which are images of #I, the connecting homomor- 
phisms, are interpreted in 3.5 as obstructions to factoring commutative squares, and 
in 3.6 as obstructions to factoring diagrams of long exact sequences. 7* can be com- 
puted with particular ease. 
Exact squares are studied in Section 4. A five term exact sequence is introduced. 
which is exact if and only if the square is exact. A square is exact iff it is the middle 
square of an extension l? of an epimorphism /3 by a monomorphism y of length 2 
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(see 4.2). Then using the notation of the long exact sequence S, 7* of the Ext-class 
of I’ in Ext3(Z,A) represents he obstruction to finding an exact square congruent 
to the given one, which can be factored (Theorem 4.7). 
We then generalize the concept of exact square to that of an n-exact square, which 
is a commutative diagram xn 
x, 3x, -+ . . . -qz_* ‘Xn 
X” : 4 4 -l+ 5- 
YpY +...+Y 2 n--1 +Y n 
whose rows are exact; such that there is an epimorphism fl with kernel A, and a mono- 
morphism y with cokernel2 such that the following diagram is commutative and has 
exact rows: 
O+B+X, -,X*-,...-)X,*_~~X,*~X-*O 
P : ’ ’ I r1 J, I ii Y 
O+C+Y +Y 1 2 +...+Y n pY,+Y+O. - 
Then there is a long exact sequence A’*+l which is called a generalized Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence: 
A ‘z+l : 0 -5 /=g +x, +X*@Y* +X3@Y*+...4Xn@Yfl 1+Y,,+Z-*O; 
This sequence isinteresting in itself. It also is true that A”+’ is the image of p* under 
the connecting homomorphism p. In the special case where every third morphism 
x3, + Y3k is the identity, one can map A n+l to the usual Mayer-Vietoris sequence. 
This kind of argument can be carried over to more complex situations, such as when 
one has a commutative “square” of four long exact sequences. 
This paper was presented at the 28th Summer Meeting of the Canadian Mathema- 
tical Congress. This research was supported by NRC grant No. A8505. 
1. Notation 
Let SQ denote a fixed abelian category, and 94* the category whose objects are 
all the morphisms of SQ and morphisms (c) E Hom(rJ) correspond, tocommuta- 
tive diagrams 
P 
l -_j, . 
I 
W) Y 
1 I 
P PP = w 
*---g--v 
The symbols IAt 0, DO, OD will denote respectively the identity morphism A + A, 
and the zero morphisms 0+ 0, D + 0, and 0 + D. 
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In each abelian category there is a connected sequence of extension functors, 
Ext”(-,-). If E 
E: O-,B+X +X -f...+& +A +O 1 2 
is an exact sequence of length n in A, we shall call it an n-fold extension of B by A ; 
and we denote the class of E in Extn(A,B) by [El. If 9 : B + B’ is a homomorphism, 
then we denote the n-fold extension of B’ by A obtained by pushing out along 9 by 
SE. Dually we obtain Ep by pulling back along p. If F is an m-fold extension of C by 
B, then FE will denote the (nz + @fold extension of C by A obtained by splicing the 
two sequences together. Standard results about the extension functor can be found 
in Mitchell [5, Ch. 71. In particular, note that all this can be applied to .d2, since it 
is an abelian category too. 
Let (p, Xl, x2, l **9 x,r, ar) : E + E’ denote a morphism of n-fold extensions, that is, 
a commutative diagram of exact sequences 
E:O+B+X 1 2 +X -+...+X,,-+A+O 
Let us call a morphism of the form “( 1, x1, ~2, . . . . x,, _ ], xn, 1)” a corzgruences 
“(0, Xl, 1, ---9 1, 1)” a pushout ; and “( 1, 1, . . . . i , x12, a)” a pullback. 
Lemma 1.2. Each morphism of n-fold extensions can be factored in to a pushou t, 
followed by a congruence, followed by a pullback: 
pushou t
E------+’ 
congruence I . pullback 
given morphism 
; E. 
The proof simply consists of pushing out E along p, pulling back E’ along o, 
and then using the universality of pushouts and pullbacks to fill in the rest of the 
Remark 1.3. 1. If one sets &“(94) to be the category of all n-fold extensions and 
morphisms thereof, pushouts are not necessarily epimorphisms, nor pullbacks mono- 
morphisms. They are, however, respectively epic and manic in the homotopy cate- 
gory &“( d)h whose morphisms are homotopy classes of morphisms (of complexes) 
[4,81= 
2. In general it is not possible to factor a morphism of n-fold extensions into a 
pullback followed by a pushout as may be readily observed in the case H = I (see 
(W)* 
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There are three functorsJ, J’, J” : d+ d* given by:J(A)=OA,J(/)=(y); 
J’(A) = A 0, J’cf) = (i); J”(A) = lA, J”y) = cf,. There is a natural isomorphism 
j,, : ExP(A, B) % ExP(OA,OB) for all A, s 9 and integers n 2 0 which is induced 
by sending the long exact sequence (les) in SQ 
to the les 
in d*. This les can be mapped to any other les of length n running from OB to OA 
with E on the bottom - so the top lines can be essentially ignored. The sequence 
in SQ represents he zero class iff the sequence in 94* does so too. Similarly there 
are canonical isomorphisms jLIand jz . 
The notation Extn(A, B) and Ext”(OA,OB) certainly represents wo different ex- 
tension functors in two different categories, but it will always be clear from the 
context and the variables which functor is being used. 
2. Computations in d2 
Proposition 2.1. For all X and Y in SQ , and all integers n 2 0 
(i) Ext”(X0, 1 Y) = 0 
(ii) ExP( 1X, OY) = 0 
(iii) ExP(OX, YO) = 0. 
Proof. (i) Ext’(X0, 1 y) = Hom(X0, 1 Y) = 0 since there is just the zero morphism 
from X0 to 1 y. Let 
0 
O-4, 
-i’ 
-----+g-txo+o 
denote a representative of a class in Ext ’ (X0, 1 Y). Then (:)({) = (i) : 1 y + 1 y 
gives a splitting of the short exact sequence (ses). Since every ses splits, Extl (X0,1 I,)= 0. 
Let us now proceed by induction on n. Assume that ExP1(XO,l Y) = 0 for all X 
and all Y. Choose a sequence of length 11 
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Let c’ = coker(1 +gl) : Cl + Dl and C” = coke& +gz) : C, -+ D, and let P denote 
the pushout hat makes the following diagram of ses’s commute: 
o-c, -u, -q-+0 
I I c’ & 
11 1 
g2g2 =g2 O-D --P 1 -----+c, ----+o 
I I #;I c” 
O--+D 1 -V 2 ---+D, -0. 
There is then a map of the above les to the les 
so the two sequences are in the same Ext-class. But the new sequence is obtained by 
splicing the ses 
to the les 
0+1,1+g;+g3-,...+xo+0 
which is of length n -- 1. By the inductive hypothesis this sequence represents the 
zero Ext-class, and therefore the splice (or Yoneda product) also gives the zero class. 
Thus Ext’r(X0, 1) = 0. 
(ii) This follows from (i) by duality. 
(iii) There is only one ses representing any class of Ext * (OX, YO), namely 
O--+Y’Y--0-o 
I I I 0 ,
0--+0---+x- * x--+0. 
Thus Extl (OX, YO) = 0. Given a les of length n 
one can map it to the les 
O-+Y-,Ir, 4u,4...4u,,_,4un4040 
4 J- 4 5- & 4 
0+040---40--+...40- X&X-+_, 
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and then map to it, the les 
O+Y1-Y-,0+... +o+o--+o+o 
5- 4 -1 J 4, 4 
o-,0--+ o+o+...+o+x-+x+o. 
This last les represents he O-class. Therefore Extn(OX, YO) = 0. Cl 
Consider next, for A and 2 any two objects in SQ, the following ses’s in A2 
(2 2) . T~:O-+OA-+l~+AO-+O Tz:O+OZ-+lz+ZO-+O 
and use the Ext functor to construct from these the large commutative diagram 
part of which is reproduced here. For notational convenience the symbol l .****** 
over a group will mean that the group is the zero group. The specific descriptions 
of the morphisms are omitted but they can be readily supplied, for example: 
($ = Extn (OZ, (yA)): Ext’2(OZ,a4) + Extn(OZ, l/l). 
A 
The connect;g homomorphism Extn(OZ, OA) --% ExP’l(ZO,OA) is an iso- 
morphism and will be denoted by Q~; where qz,A [G] = [GTz] (see Diagram 1). 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Extn-l(ZO,AO)+ Extn(ZO,OA) b EXtn(zo,lA) - Extn(ZO,AO) 
I 1 I Is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Extn-‘(l,,AO) + Ext”(@A) b EXtn(lz,lA) s + Extn(l,AO) 
I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I Is . . . . . . .I . . . . . . . . . . . 
Extn-+OZ,AO)+ Extn(OZ,OA) , in -% ExtniW,lJ b ExtjOZ AO) 
Extn (20, AO) 3 Extn+l(ZO OA) _, &$~~&(jj~j + Extn+l(ZO,A()) 9 
Diagram 1. 
Corollary 2.3. For all A and all Z in s$ there are rtatural isomorphisms 
Ext”(Z, A) s Ext”(ZO,AO) s Ext”+‘(ZO,OA) = Ext”(OZ,OA) 
S EXtt2(oz,lA) s Extn( i&J s Extn( l,, AO) 
for n 2 0. 
roof. One connects the isomorphism jr, : Ext”(Z, A) + Extn(ZO,AO) to the sequence 
of isomorphisms of the diagram. 
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Consider next the two ses’s in A2 
0+0-B 
1 
---+B+O 
(2.4) z : 
I I I 
1 P 
O+A ~-+B----+C+O P 
o+xY- Y6_Z-+O 
*: I Y I I 1 
O-+Y’-Y-+0+0. 
Let 
(2.5) 
P ~:O-+ACY-B-+C-+O, ~:O+X’-YLZZO 
denote respectively the bottom and top lines of the above ses’s. I 
From Z and W, which can be rewritten respectively as 0 -+ OA -+ 1 B -+ /I -+ 0 and 
0 + y + 1 Y + 20 + 0 one obtains the “usual” doubly infinite Horn-Ext diagram; 
part of which is given in Diagram 2. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hom( 1 y ,OA) + Hom( 1 y3 1 B) 
I I I I 2
Hom(y,OA) + Hom(% 1 B) 
I S 1 
Extl (zO,OA) -+Exti’i;i’jj:iB) 
1 .“................... I 
Ext 1 (l,,OA)+Ext 1 (l&) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-+Hom(ly,~)~Extl(ly,OA)~Extl(ly,lg)-tExtl(ly~~) 
I I I- I 
+ Hom(r,P) --- + Ext ’ (y,OA) + Ext ’ (Y,l B) + Ext ’ (‘I’9 PJ 
I Is 1 I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
+ Ext’(ZO$) % Ext2(Z0,0A) + EXt2(zo,lB) + EXt2(zW) 
I 1 I I 
+ Ext’(l ysP) - &ix&-ij;ij; + EXt2( 1 y, 1s) + Ext2(1 :y,fl) 
Diagram 2. 
Lemma 2.6. C&en two ses’s Q, and Q in SQ one can obtain two ses’s Z and \I/ in d2, 
as about-, from which one obtains the following natural isomorphisms for all n > 0 
(a) Extn(y,lB) s Extn(Y,B); 
(b) Extn(y,OA) s Ext”(Z, A). 
’ It will be useful to recall later that Z +-, @ and $ * n are related as shown. Note that we can 
obtain z and q from @ and a. 
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Proof. From 2.1 and 2.3 and Diagram 2 we have 
Extn(y, 1B) 7 EXtn(l,,lB) $ Ext”(Y,B), 
. 
Extn(y,OA) 2 Ext”+‘(ZO,OA) + Extn(OZ,aA) 1 Ext?(Z,A). 
Theorem 2.7. Given any two ses’s Q, and S2 in ~4 there is a les 
S(A~,@) : 0 + Hom(Z,A) j> Hom( Y, B) --& Hom(r$) 70 
Ext’(Z,A) -tk Ext’(Y,B) L Ext’(y,@ 2 
#‘([G]) = j-'q& [ZG\k]. , 
S is, in fact, a functor from the category of pairs of ses’s of SQ to the category of 
long exact sequences of abelian groups, which is contravariant on Q and covariant 
on @. 
Proof. The second row of Diagram 2 is actually 
0 + Hom(y,OA) + Hom(y,lg) + Hom(r,& -+ Extl (y,OA) 
+ EXtl(T,lB) + Ext’(y$) + Ext2(y,0A) + . . . 
By Lemma 2,6 it is isomorphic term by term with the desired les. Let us check that 
the morphisms p,u,7 of S(CZ,@) are indeed the correct ones: let us begin with p, 
Extn(r,W 
v + (tB)* ‘“‘nT;;;* 
(2.8) Ext”(OZ,OA) -+Aj Extn+‘(ZO,OA) Extn(l y,l,) 
, 
i 
I 
s E 
I 
.I, 
I 
Extn(Z,A) Extn(Y,B). 
If one refers back to Lemma 2.6 one can verify (by carefully following the relevant 
diagrams) that the compositron 
(j”)-l (:,)*-’ (tB), k-’ qZA j 
9 
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does in fact give the morphism called pn ; where k denotes the morphism induced by 
splicing the ses !I! to an extension of OA by y of length n. Similarly qZ,A is induced 
by splicing the ses 7’z. In fact [($@) \k] = [Tz] a Therefore, for [HJ E Extn(OZ,0_4) 
so the triangle in (2.8) commutes and ($@)y is an isomorphism too. Take 
[E] E Extn(Z,A) and notice that the bottom row of 
is simpl the les (uE6, and this can be taken to be the bottom line of its image under 
( ) Y *-- 
K 
lY 
. However, within this new Ext-class, one can find an element whose top 
and bottom lines are the same, namely A!%, and j”-l of this element is &!3. Thus 
Next, take [fl E Ext”(Y,B) and observe that 
(@* (;J* LJV91 = @) J”u9 (:,)I = ~“wlh 
Finally, take [G] E Extn(y,p). This goes to [ZG] E Extn+‘(T,OA), and 
[ZGQ] E Ext”+‘(ZO,OA) under k. Therefore 
rn( [G]) = j-’ 71;; [ZG\k]. 
(Another formulation of r is’to fatten up the lower line of ZG so that the Ext-class 
is unchanged, but the morphism of the top line into the bottom is manic with co- 
kernel an exact sequence in Ext n+l(Z A) which is a representative of 7’2( [Cl)!) 
If there is a morphism of ses’s 5 : S?ll +‘R’ in A, then there is a unique morphism 
induced in d*, c8 : \I/ + \k’, which in turn induces a canonical morphism between 
the large Horn-Ext diagrams corresponding to each sequence. This gives all the right 
commutative diagrams to prove that S(Q @) is a contravariant functor in the first 
variable. Similarly, S is covariant in the second variable. 
2.9. Remarks on excision 
It is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.1(i) that we have the following excision 
isomorphisms for all objects W and any ses a: 
Extlz(WO,AO) z Extn(WO$) and Extn(WO,or) z Extn(WO,OC). By duality 
Extn(6,0D) z Extn(XO,OO) and Ext”(OZ,OD) z Extn(y,OD). Thus (:‘)* of (2.8) 
is an excision isomorphism [7, Prop. 2.71. 
3. Applications 
3,l. Couniversality of S(SZ,Q) 
There are two well-known Horn-Ext les’s in A corresponding to the usual covari- 
ant Horn-functor “Horn@, -)“, and contravariant Horn-functor “Hom(-,A)“. Both 
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of these long exact sequences map canonically to S(n,*). Apply he functor 
Extdl(OZ,-) to the ses 0 + A0 + p + 1 c + 0, and use Proposition 2.l(iii) and Corol- 
lary 2.3 to prove that 
(3 2) . Extn:[GZ,P) = Ext”(OL+) s Extn(Z,C). 
By duality, one has that Extn(y,AO) S Extn(X, A). The first isomorphism simply 
amounts to writing down the lower line of the diagram representing an Ext-class; 
the second is dually the upper line. 
Form the two commutative diagrams of ses’s, 
a’: O+A l -A ---+o+o S2: O+XJ-+Y62-+0 
I I I6 I1 
ST : o-+0-Z’-Z-+O. 
By the functoriality of S one has the following commutative diagram of long’ 
exact sequences: 
S(Q’,@) i-0 + Hom(Z,A) + Hom(Z,B) + Hom(OZ$) + Ext’(Z,A) + Ext’(Z,B) + . . . 
I 1 I I 1 I 
S(sZ,@) : O-+Hom(Z,A)+Hom(Y,B)+Hom(y,~) +Ext$Z,A)+ Ext’(Y,B)+... 
I 
1 
I I 
1 
I 
S(s2,Q’) : O+Hom(Z,A)+Hom(Y,A)-+Hom(y,AO)+Extl(Z,A) + Extl(Y,A)+... 
By using the isomorphisms obtained above we can rewrite this as follows: 
0 + Horn@, A) 2 Hom(Z,B) ‘00-Hom(Z,C)~Ext1(Z,A)‘plExt1(Z,B)-LExt1(Z,C)’71- 
4 I I 4 I I 
0 + Hum@, A) ----, Hom( Y,B) ---+Hom(y,&----+Ext1(Z,A)---+Ext1(Y,B)--+Ext1(~,/3)--+ 
Thus the middle les S(sZ,@) has an unusual co-universal type property in that the usual 
Horn-Ext sequences both map into it. One should verify that the morphisms of the 
first and third rows are the usual one. We need only do the first, since the other case 
is dual. 
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3.3. Verification 
(a) ‘p”([E])= [cd? l] = [OrEI = CY* ([El) = Extn(Z,ol)([E]) so ‘p” is in fact the 
correct homomorphism 
(b) When an exact sequence issubjected to several pushouts and pullbacks, its 
class is independent of the order of these operations [S, Lemma VII 1.31. By 
Theorem 2.7 
= j”-’ [J”O] = [WI = Pd[F])a 
Again this is the correct homomorphism. 
(c) Note that in the process of obtaining Cp from a, one obtains Tz from Q’, 
where T7 is given in 2.2. Form the ses 
& 
and by 2.1 
This is the 
Now 
O+ALB---+C+O P 
I I I 
P 1 
o+o--+ C’-C-+0 
(iii) there is an isomorphism 
(y>, : Extn (OZ$) 5 Extn(OZ,lC). 
first isomorphism in (3.2). The sey;d isomorphism in (3.2) is given by 
Extn(Z,C) -$ Extn(OZ,OC) 
( ) 
lc * - Extn(OZ, lc). 1 
e ) (OB) = (O3 lc lc 1c 
so by the functoriality of Extn(OZ, -) 
$)* = (@’ ($)* 
is an isomorphism. Next observe that for [G] E Ext’(Z, C’) 
[ Z(*;) J(G)] = [.&DC)]. 
Thus 
= j-l [J(@G)] = [+G] 
which is the I8miliar connecting homomorphism. 
The verification of the other les is simply dual to all this. 
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3.4 Remark. Thle usual two Horn-Ext sequences can now be considered as special 
cases of S(Q@). 
3.5. Obstruction theory of commutative squares 
Consider the next commutative diagram as a morphism (7) : y + /3, where 7 is a 
monomorphism and fl is an epimorphism as in (2.5), 
q X-----43 
Y 
From the exactness of S(SZ,Q) it follows that r’($,) = 0 E Ext 1 (&A) precisely when 
there is an element X E Horn (Y,B), such that 
Thus cp = Xy and cp’ = @A, and X factors the square into two commutative triangles. 
Call such a X a lifting. 
Thus the conclusion is that if we have any commutative square ~‘7 = &, with y a 
monomorphism and /3 an epimorphism, then there is a lifting X if and only if ro(P,) 
is the zero element of Ext 1 (,&A). In other words ~~(3) is the obstruction to fin ;P ing 
such a factorization of commutative squares of this type. This was discussed in [6], 
but in a less satisfying manner. The obstruction [C] of [6] is precisely rO(‘$), the 
verification of which is not long. 
Let us next entertain the case of 2 ses’s 
and 
E’ : O+A (YlB’ --K-+0, P’ 
which form the commutative square 
, 
A a-B’ 
Then using the exact sequence S(E”, E’) we find that the morphism ($) E Hom(a”,$) 
maps to [E”] - [E’] in Extl (C,A) under r”. Thus we have that [E”] = [E’] if and 
only if there is a lifting B” + B’ of the square. 
3.6. Obstructions to factoring morphisms of n-fold extensions 
In (1.2) we discussed the factorization of a morphism of an rz-fold extension into 
a pushout, followed by a congruence, followed by a pullback. The impossibility of 
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factoring every such morphism into a pullback followed by a pushout can be seen in 
the commutative diagram of ses’s 
. 
o-+24 -!+z 16Jf4+l 
“I.1 lq 
o-+2, -2 4 -LZpO 
where r‘ and j are the obvious inclusions of subgroups, and p and q the resulting co- 
kernels. If this diagram were factored, it would have the following form: 
But since the lower left hand square is a pushout the middle term of the bottom 
line must have a 22 componc-rt since the morphism 2, -+ Z, is the zero morphism! 
This is impossible. 
However, let [F] E Ext’“(Y,B) be an extension class such that 
oVl) = r(L) J”(F) (;1>1 = WI l 
If I denotes the identity morphism, then there is a commutative diagram of exact 
sequences, 
F 
I F ( l,-=,ld,d F, 
I I 
1 
I w.L1,...,1) I u-w’* 1, .*.* LY',Y) 
F 
wu*-•vu 
-F2 - 
I 
F2* 
But (p,$, 1, . . . . 1 ,+) : F 
d 
+ F2 represents an element G’ which is in the same ex- 
tension class as G; and C can be factored as a pullback Fl + F followed by a push- 
out F-, Fz. 
Thus, given /3 an epimorphism, y a monomorphism, and 
G = (p, x1, ~2, . . . . xn, 7) : F; + Fi, then p( [G]) E Extn+$Z,A) represents the ob- 
struction to finding an extension G# of length iz of /3 by y which is in the same ex- 
tension class as G, i.e. [G] = [G#], and such that G# can be factored into a push- 
out and then a pullback. We cannot make this remark about G itself in general, un- 
less t2 = 1, where the middle morphism in each Ext 1 -class is unique up to isomorph- 
ism. 
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3.7. An alternate means of computing r1 
LctG:U-Q++~=+~~ + 0 represent aclars in Ext ’ (7,/3). Since y is a monomorph- 
ism Ker x z Ker /I = A, and since P is an epimorphism Coker x s Coker 7 = 2. This 
gives rise to an extension Hof length 2 representing a class [H] e Ext*(Z, A), 
P O-+A+B--+C+O 
Proposition 3.8. T’ ([G]) = [Ijrl . 
Proof. zG\lr is the exact sequence 
fl O+O+B-----+U f2 ----,Y+z+o 
I I1 lxg* I’ I
O+A-+B~V--+Y-+O-+O. 
There is a morphism from ZG\lc to the exact sequence 
Therefore they represent the same class in Ext3(Z0,0A). But the latter is just 
J(H,W’. Therefore 
&WI) =I-’ vi,; [ ZG\k] =i-’ q--l q[J(If)] = [q. 
3.9. Special case 
Next, let us consider the special case where X = C. That is, keep CI, as above, but 
set 
R*:O-+C-y~Y*-+Z*+o. 6* 
Qne can splice these two sequences toget [M2*] E Ext*(Z*,A). But 
p*([*a*]) = [aWPW] = 0 
since arlrp splits. By exactness there is a ses G, [G] E Ext*(r*,fl), such that 
rl([G]) = [W!*]. 
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One can construct G quite easily. Let 
v=E(P,-l&(O,~*)) : BQC-CQ Y* 
and form the ses G in AZ, 
0 ------+B~B~&---+~-.--0 <O,l, 
G: 
By (3.8), d ([Cl) is given by the exact sequence 
H:O+A+B@C---!!+C@Y*+Z*+Q. 
There is however a commutative diagram of exact sequences 
9W:O+A~B-Y*-Z*+O r*o &* 
I I I (14) <O,l) 
H :O-+A~B@C V_cQ y* (OQ* j 0. 
Thd([G])= [Ifj = [+a*], so in this special case one can explicitly describe an 
inverse image of <PS2* under (Al)-‘. 
4. Exact squares 
h 
K-L 
(4.1) IT 
I I 
V 
12 M--=-+N 
Consider the commutative diagram (4.1), and let 
/3 = Ker(i) : B + C, y = Coker(i) : X + I’. 
Construct he exact sequelice r of length two 
O-*Bn-KLL "-x+0 
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Dekition 4.2. (4.1) is an exact square iff fl is an epimorphism and 7 is a monomor- 
phism. 
We shall continue with the notation of (2.5) so that cy = ker 6 and 6 = coker 7. 
Theorem 4.3. [ Brinkmann and Puppe] . The following are equiualen t; 
(a) (4.1) is exact; 
(b) if A (respectively Er) are factored into an epimorphism A” (respectively ~1”) 
foilowed by a monomorphism X’ (p’), and { is the induced morphism 
K Ah h’ *L 
then the left square is a pushout, and the right a pullback, 
(c)K th9K) %L @M(-v”’ 4Vis exact. 
The proof is found in [ 1, p. 42-441. Let us construct from I’ the sequence A
A:O+Ana-- K~h’K~L@M.(-V’Ci),N~+&+O. { 1 
Theorem 4.1. (4.1) is an exact square iff A is an exact sequence. 
Proof. If A is exact, then condition (c) of 4.3 is satisfied so (4.1) is exact. Con- 
versely if (4.1) is exact, we have exactness at L @M. The sequence isexact at A 
since rrar is manic. To show exactness at K note that 
Conversely if {A$}$ = 0 for some morphism \I, then X\t = 0 so $ = n$‘; and K$ = 0, 
so KJ, = KIT$ = &&’ = 0. But r is manic so fl$’ = 0 so $’ = cu$‘. Thus $ = n@“, so 
$ factors through no. Therefore the sequence isexact at K. Dually it is exact at N 
and 2. 
Suppose now that (4.1) is exact and that there is a second exact square 
h” 
K* -----4L* 
(4 1) * . K* I I V* 
M* A-N* 
and morphisms K -+ K*, L + L*, M + M*, N --) N* giving a commutative diagram such 
that the induced morphisms 
Ker(k) + Ker(i:), Coker(i) + Coker($) 
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are both the identity. Call such a diagram a congruence of exact squares because it
induces a congruence (see 1.2) of extensions of p by y. Two squares connected by a 
finite sequence of congruences ineither direction are called congruent. Suppose (4.1)* 
gives rise to the exact sequence r*. Then there is a congruence (4.1) --) (4.1)” iff 
there is a congruence I’ --) I’*. 
Let us now recall the connecting homomorphism r2 of Theorem 2.7. Suppose 
that (4.1) is exact. 
Lemma 4.5. r2( [T’]) = [A]. 
Roof. r2([T’]) =j-’ r)-l [ZT’JI] where EI’$ is the exact sequence 
There is a morphism from this exact sequence to the exact sequence 
where e = <{-l,O), {X,K}), and the morphisms between the exact sequences are the 
identityexceptforn:B*K,{X,l}:K+L@K,&: Y~Z,and(O,l}:M-tL@M. 
There is obviously a similar exact sequence S’, with the K --, L @K -+ L part on top 
deleted, which maps onto this last sequence, and ~-‘Q-‘(S’) = A. 
Lemma 4.6. The exact square (4.1) has a lifting Q : M + L iff 3‘ = Im(i) is an iso- 
morphism (see Theorem 4.3(b)). 
Proof. If c is an isomorphism then Q = h’f-‘r_l” is a lifting of (4.1). Conversely, if
there is a lifting Q, then by [6, Theorem 21 the induced morphisms Ker K -+ Ker v 
and Coker K + Coker v are both zero. Therefore Ker f = 0, Coker c = 0, so 5‘ is an 
isomorphism. 
Remark. If (4.1) has a lifting then because of the exactness of (4.1) it follows that 
K is an epimorphism and v a monomorphism. 
Theorem 4.7. Let I’ be the exact sequence constructed from the exact square (4.1). 
The exact square is conpent to an exact square with a lifting iff r2([r]) = 0. That 
is, 72([r]) is the obstruction to finding a conpent square with a lifting. 
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Proof. First let us assume that (4.1) has a lifting. Since f is an isamorphism, CA“ is a co- 
kernel of n : B + K so there, is an exact sequence G
G:O-+Bn--- ie-+‘NUY-+O. 
It is clear that 02([G]) = [I’], so r2u2( [G]) = 0. A similar outcome would ensue 
if it were a square congruent to (4. l), and not (4.1) itself, which had the lifting. 
Conversely if r2( [r]) = 0, then by the exactness of the les of Theorem 2.4, there 
is an exact sequence G” 
G” : ()-+B-fKI)_,N% y-+0 
such that 02( [c”]) = [r]. But (i) s’(G”) (T) is an extension of /3 by y of length 2, 
and its middle square has the form 
,l &-?I h + L” 
(4.1)” $ J 
MAN’ 
and is exact. Moreover, by the construction 5” = Im&) can be taken to be the ident- 
ity on lm(K” -+ A!.,“). Thus by Lemma 4.6, the exact [quare (4.1)” has a lifting. Clearly 
(4.1),, is congruent to (4.1). 
One should mention that these liftings are dissimilar from those of 3.5. In the 
earlier case, using the notation of (4.7), one would need K manic and v epic, and 
then we are asking for a lifting of the particular square. In this case, we only ask 
for a lifting of a congruent square, and in the event that one does exist one finds 
that K is epic and v manic. The obstructions to the first lifting are in Extl (Z,A), and 
to the second in Ext3(Z,A).2 
Definition 4.8. Suppose that one has a commutative diagram .%“* 
P : 
x2 - &2 5 . ..pb 
I 
x2 
y2 
G , . . . + 
X n--t 
I 
m-1 
Y ‘I - 1 
with exact rows, such that 
0 
id 
P: o-p-& +j(2+...3)(t1-~y30 
( 1 
is an exact sequence, with p an epimorphism and y a monomorphism. Let such a 
diagram be called an n-exact square. 
It is clear that an exact square is a 2-exact square. It turns out to be possible to 
generalize the results for 2-exact squares to n-exact squares. 
2 If homological dimension of d is <2, the obstructions vanish! 
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Let us assume that P and 7 are our usual morphisms (2.5). Consider A”‘*, which 
has the mapping cone for Sn between Xl and Yn, 
A”+~:O~A~XI_*X~~Y,JX~~Y~~X~~Y~-~...~X,~~Y,~_,~Y ~‘z--+O t1 
where the morphisms are 
and 
(617x*1 : x, --+x2 Q Y,, (C- lYXt19 6;_ 1) : XI Q ytl _ 1 + yt19 
<{~i,(-l)‘x,),{O,Si’)> ’ xi’ Yi_* ~xi+l ’ yi for 2QW7-- 1. 
Even if P is not an epimorphism and y is not a monomorphism, A”” is exact at 
Xi @ Yi-1 for 3 <i <n--2 if I+ is exact. 
Theorem 4.9. x” I’S an n-exact square ijf An’1 is exact. 
Lemma 4.10. 7n [PI] = [An”]. 
Theorem 4.11. 71z [P] = 0 E Ext “‘*(Z,A) iff P is congruent to an extension of 0 
b_y y which can be factored into a pullback followed by a pushout (3.6). 
The proofs of these are straightforward. It should be pointed out that factorizab- 
ility into a pullback followed by a pushout is indeed the generalization of the con- 
cept of the existence of a lifting in an exact square. 
Consider the special case x3k+1 where x1, ~4, . . . . x3k+l are all identity morphisms. 
Observe that rl = Im(i;) is an epimorphism, and fl3k = !m@) is a monomorphism 
so one obtains an exact sequence similar to At’+’ 
(4.12) X2jX3Q Y*+X4@ Y3-*X5@ Y4+...+X3k@ Y3k_ 1-+ Y 3k’ 
But X4 = Y4, Xl = YI, etc. so one may delete them in the new exact sequence 
W:X,4X3@Y*+Y3 
-a& 67% ----+xs’x(j@ Y,+ Ys -----+x, + . . . + Y3k. 
There is, in fact, an epimorphism of the first sequence (4.12) onto % which is the 
identity on the ends and on the X3, @ Y3Wl __l terms, and has the form 
(O,l) : x4 @ Y3 + Y3, (1,~6,) : X, @ Y4 +X5 (I.e. Y4 = X,), 
and generally 
The exact sequence% is the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. Thus it would be reason- 
able to call A”” a generalized Mayer-- Vietoris sequence. 
Another interesting case occurs when Q, ~3, x5, . . . . x2m+l, .. . . x2k+] are all iso- 
morphisms. One then obtains, in a manner analogous to the above, the exact se- 
quence 
x,-t Y2+X43 Y4-,X6 +...+x 2k + ‘2k’ 
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One occr,;ioIi;!ly encounters the situation where one has four exact sequences 
forming a commutative square of exact sequences. If one should treat this as a 
morphism from I? + I?“, where 
represents he “bottom” of the square, and if in addition 0” is epic, y” is manic, 
and /3 + fl”’ is epic with kernel an epimorphism 0 with kernel A’, and y + y” is manic 
with cokernel y’ a manic with cokernel Z’, then one has the new exact sequence A” 
. 
~Xq~Y3~X);~~~-f...-,~~-,Z'-,0. 
Moreover, since there are two possible choices of “bottoms” of the square, there 
is a second sequence of this type available, but it is the same as the one above. 
One way of viewing this is as the exact sequence of a certain triple complex. 
Another is to return to our main Theorem 2.7 and recognize that it is still a true 
theorem if the abelian category d is replaced throughout by the category of mor- 
phisms d2. Then, given 2 ses’s in sQ2 
@2:O+a+b-+c+Oand~2:O+x+y~z~0 
one obtains the les S(a,,@,) 
0 + Horn@) + Hom@,b) + Horn@ +X b + C) + Ext’(z,a) -+ Ext’(&b) + . . . 
where b + c is thought of as an object of the abelian category (d2)2. It is simply a 
commutative diagram 
l -_+ . 
in ~4. If the connecting homomorphism isagain denoted by Tn, then one can also 
interpret A” as being an element in the class of ++l rn [I? + P”], where 
8’ : Ext”(y + y”, fl+ /3”) + Extn++y’,j3’), 
T”+~ : Extn+‘(y’,$) + Ext”+2(Z’,A’). 
The process can be pushed through for higher dimensions. 
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